<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>UARC INTERNAL REVIEWERS</th>
<th>IMPORTANT DATES</th>
<th>EXTERNAL REVIEWERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| October 17-18    | German and Russian                            | **Ryan Jensen (lead)** (Geography), **Brian Poole (MMBio)** | External Report: Nov 1       | **Timothy Pogacar**  
Bowling Green University  
Professor, Russian; Russian Undergraduate Advisor  
pogacar@bgsu.edu  
**Karín Schütjer**  
University of Oklahoma  
Dodge Family College of Arts & Sciences-Center for Literary Studies  
kschutjer@ou.edu |
|                  |                                                | **External Report: Nov 1**                      | Internal Report: Nov 8       | **External Report: Nov 1**                                                        |
|                  |                                                | **Internal Report: Nov 8**                      | Council Review: Dec 10       | **External Report: Nov 1**                                                        |
| October 24-25    | Mathematics                                    | **John Barrick (lead)** (Accountancy), **Ryan Christensen (Philosophy), Chris Mattson (Mechanical Engineering)** | External Report: Nov 8       | **Jonathan Rubin**  
University of Pittsburgh  
Professor,  
jonrubin@pitt.edu  
**Kevin Pilgrim**  
Indiana University  
pilgrim@indiana.edu |
|                  |                                                | **Internal Report: Nov 15**                     | Council Review: Dec 10       | **External Report: Nov 8**                                                        |
| October 31 – November 1 | Religious Education (Graduate Programs) | **Stephen Jones (lead)** (Music), **Tony Brown (German & Russian), Brian Anderson (Physics & Astronomy)** | External Report: Nov 15      | **Adam Smith**  
Church Correlation  
smithan@churchofjesuschrist.org  
**Gerald L. Jones**  
Chaplain, Sutter Health  
gerald.jones@sutterhealth.org |
| November 7-8     | Experience Design and Management               | **Sam Hardy (lead)** (Psychology), **Jani Radebaugh (Physical & Mathematical Sciences)** | External Report: Nov 22      | **Gary David**  
Bentley University  
gdavid@bentley.edu  
**Ingrid Schneider**  
University of Minnesota  
ingridss@umn.edu |
| November 14-15   | Marketing and Global Supply Chain              | **Susan Fullmer (lead)** (NDFS), **Jeff Parkin (Theatre & Media Arts), Steve Williams (Mathematics)** | External Report: Dec 6       | **Andrea Luangrath**  
University of Iowa  
Andrea-luangrath@uiowa.edu  
**Michael Knemeyer**  
The Ohio State University  
kнемейер.4@osu.edu |
| November 21-22   | Communications                                 | **Andy Johns (lead)** (History), **Nick Mason (English), Kurt Sandholtz (Public Service & Ethics)** | External Report: Dec 13      | **Catherine Coleman**  
Texas Christian University  
coleman@tcu.edu  
**Isabella Cunningham**  
University of Texas at Austin  
isabella.cunningham@austin.utexas.edu |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>UNIT</th>
<th>UARC INTERNAL REVIEWERS</th>
<th>IMPORTANT DATES</th>
<th>EXTERNAL REVIEWERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| February 6-7 | Computer Science            | **Shelly Reed (lead)** (Nursing), **Dan Belnap** (Religious Ed), **Grant Eckstein** (Linguistics) | External Report: Feb 21  
Internal Report: Feb 28  
Council Review: Mar 25 | **Vicki Allan**  
Utah State University  
Vicki.allan@usu.edu  
435-797-2022  
**Bella Bose**  
Oregon State University  
bose@geecs.orst.edu  
541- 737-5573 |
| February 27-28 | Church History & Doctrine | **Lennard Bakker (lead)** (Mathematics), **Royce Kimmons** (IP&T), **Glenn Christensen** (Marketing & Global Supply) | External Report: Mar 14  
Internal Report: Mar 21  
Council Review: Apr 15 | **Patrick Mason**  
Utah State University  
Patrick.mason@usu.edu  
435-797-0572  
**John Turner**  
George Mason University  
Jturne17@gmu.edu  
703-993-5604 |
| March 6-7     | Spanish & Portuguese       | **John Fee (lead)** (Law), **Jan Martin** (Ancient Scripture), **Chris Smith** (Music) | External Report: Mar 21  
Internal Report: Mar 28  
Council Review: Apr 15 | **Gillian Lord**  
University of Florida  
glord@ufl.edu  
352-392-1521  
**Ignacio Sanchez Prado**  
Washington University in Saint Louis  
isanchez@wustl.edu  
314-935-4957 |
| March 13-14  | Biology                     | **Seth Jeppeson (lead)** (Comparative Arts & Letters), **Aaron Jackson** (Counseling Psych & Special Ed), **Anton Bowden** (Mechanical Engineering) | External Report: Mar 28  
Internal Report: Apr 4  
Council Review: May 6 | **Rebecca McCulley**  
University of Kentucky  
rebecca.mcculley@uky.edu  
859-257-6388  
**Alexandra (Alex) Deufel**  
Minot State University  
Alexandra.deufel@minotsate.edu  
701-858-3115 |
| March 27-28  | Sociology                   | **Kurt Sandholtz (lead)** (Public Service & Ethics), **Mark Showalter** (Economics) | External Report: Apr 11  
Internal Report: Apr 18  
Council Review: May 6 | **Kristin Turney**  
University of California-Irvine  
kristin.turney@uci.edu |
|             |                             | **John Iceland** (Public Service & Ethics), **Mark Showalter** (Economics) |                                      | **John Iceland**  
Pennsylvania State University  
jd10@psu.edu  
(814) 867-2821 |